WE’RE HIRING A QA ANALYST
BE PART OF A FUTURE-FOCUSED COMPANY REDEFINING AN ENTIRE SECTOR
ABOUT DEEPMATTER
DeepMatter® aims to revolutionise chemistry through its integration with technology to enable a greater use
of artificial intelligence and ultimately facilitate the autonomous synthesis of new molecules through robotics.
Sitting at the heart of this is data. The increasing digitalisation of the life science and chemistry markets
means organisations are collecting more data, requiring confidence in that data and wishing to create value
from that data.
DeepMatter has developed and is commercialising data rich platform technologies, including software
integrated with laboratory hardware, with the ability to collect ubiquitous and novel data, clean up and
structure the data whatever the source, and apply machine learning analysis to enable actionable knowledge
– thereby increasing productivity, discovery and compliance gains.
We are a vibrant, high-growth technology company with our officed based in Glasgow, Munich and many
employees remote across Europe.
THE ROLE
We are looking for a talented, enthusiastic QA Analyst with excellent analytical and communication skills to
support manual testing activities across our platforms.
Preferred location Glasgow. Remote working (within the UK) will be considered.
KEY RESPONSIBILITIES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Evaluate the quality of our platforms from the user perspective.
Develop and Maintain Test Plans and Cases.
Ability to generate Test Data.
Liaise with Developers, Testers and Product managers on a day-to-day basis.
Provide feedback on User Stories and requirements.
Support Product Management in crafting acceptance criteria.
Assist developers to prepare use cases.
Provide continuous testing from development through to release.
Conduct Pre and post release testing.

KEY SKILLS & EXPERIENCE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2+ years of experience in manual testing.
Experience with different forms of testing. e.g., exploratory. accessibility, performance, security
testing.
Experience testing SaaS systems.
Experience testing complex service platforms across multiple devices and browsers.
Basic knowledge of API's.
Understanding of web accessibility and standards.
Experience with Test Management Tools such as TestRail.
Experience with JIRA.
Ability to estimate effort requirement for testing of features.
Good understand of CI/CD and how testing plays a part in it.
Good Knowledge of the STLC, methodologies and best practices.
Great communication and problem-solving skills.
Ability to work in an agile environment.
Eye for detail.
Self-starter.
COMPANY BENEFITS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Generous holiday allowance
Choice of Mac or PC
Flexible working – work when you want, where you want with our ‘core-hours’ scheme
Flexible on location, with travel to our offices (Glasgow, Munich)
Generous Refer a friend scheme
Enhanced parental leave
Tax advantageous schemes such as gym/equipment reimbursements (wellness subsidy scheme)
Business travel insurance
Company outings, off-sites and events throughout the year
Complimentary snacks and drink in our offices (you can enjoy these on our roof terrace in our
sunny Glasgow office!)

HIRING MANAGER
Marcos Essindi
Group Development Manager
Please send a CV and covering letter to careers@deepmatter.io

